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THRIVING EDUCATION IN RICHMOND
SUMMARY REPORT

INTRODUCTION
On the evening of October 3, 2017, more than 60 community leaders and volunteers from dozens of
volunteer and nonprofit organizations came together at the YWCA of Richmond. Each person in the room
arrived with a sense of passion for and commitment to a thriving Richmond Public Schools environment.
Each organization represented plays an important role in strengthening the vital work of our schools in the
broader Richmond community.
This informal coalition was convened by Stay RVA, Support Our Schools, Building A Better RPS, the
Council of PTAs, Richmond Forward, and other organizations committed to helping transform public
education in the City of Richmond.
The purpose of the gathering was to see if there was a willingness among a broader coalition of
stakeholders to align around a shared vision, and identify a set of actions that the groups could support to
improve the quality of the public education experience in Richmond. The output of this initial conversation is
collected in this summary document.
As a next step, the meeting organizers will reconvene to discuss ways to shape a future conversation that
moves the gathered participants toward more concrete commitments or actions.
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A VISION OF CHANGE
The first piece of work the group tackled was some quick visioning around how they wanted to feel when
they walked through the door of a Richmond Public Schools building in the future. Participants were each
asked to write down one word or phrase, and then discuss them in smaller groups. The 62 words and
phrases captured individually have been categorized into five (5) broad themes of focus or emphasis:

Safe and Secure
§  
§  
§  
§  

Safety and Security (2)
Safe (5)
Safe and Supportive
Safe space

Caring, Supportive and Empowered
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  

Energy and Inspiration
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  

Open and Engaging
Inspired People
Open and Engaging
Collective Spirit
Inspiring/Inspired (6)
Thriving (3)
Engaged (3)
Vibrant
Flourishing
Innovative
Energized
Empowered

Supportive and Empowered
Security and Safety
A Supportive, Caring Community
Welcoming Community
Caring Community Empowered
Supported (4)
Support (2)
At Home
Belonging

Equity and Equality
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  

Culturally Diverse Curriculum
Culturally Relevant Curriculum
Equitable community
Diverse community
Inclusive/Inclusion (5)
Equality
Equitable
Integrated

Potential and Learning
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  

Realizing your potential
A welcoming Institution of Creative Learning
Support, adventures, challenges and learning
Explore
No Boundaries
Culture of Wonder
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IMPORTANT FIRST STEPS
Participants were then asked to identify the most important thing that needed to happen in order for the
environment they envisioned to become reality – each person captured six different answers to that
question on individual Post It Notes. The notes were passed around the room as people answered the
question, so each participant ended the activity with six Post It Note answers that were not their own. Each
person was asked to select two of the six in front of them that felt were most important or critical to tackle.
As a last step, participants put their “Top 2” Post It Note answers on the wall, and the group organized the
130+ individual ideas into themes and categories. We gathered the majority of these Post It Notes, and
have re-categorized them below as a list of important actions, steps or areas of emphasis the group felt
would be essential for a coalition to help the schools accomplish.
We will categorize the other 300+ Post It Notes in an appendix to this document in the coming weeks.
Safe Environment
Make our kids safe
End the school-to-prison pipeline and its effects

Poverty and Equity
Living wages
Poverty reduction
Affordable housing
Empower families through economic development
Ensure equity
Community and Identity
Build community around our schools that brings
people together
Build strong communities of support for each
school
Strong support services for teachers, students,
parents, families
Strong relationships between schools, PTA and
students
Community engagement
Understanding and celebrating the intersections of
our identities
Collaboration across lines of difference
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Health and Wellness
Provide healthy food
Mental health
Trauma support
Accessibility to healthy options
Wrap-around services in schools
Diversity
Desegregate and rezone the city
Socio-economically and racially diverse schools
Cooperation from all socio-economic levels

Empathy and Compassion
Empathy and civility
Empathy with action
Cultivate equity of voice
Be compassionate
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Investment
Deeper financial investments in our schools
City budget that makes education a priority
Readiness and Support
Child readiness and support
Early childhood education
Robust tutoring when students fall behind

Teachers and Staff
Professional support for staff
Support students and staff
Support our teachers in all possible ways
Invest in people
Talent/people
Get on the same page with teacher prep programs
Competent, stable teaching staff
Teacher retention
Invest in our teachers
Make our teachers feel valued and supported

Mindset Shift
Challenge
Get uncomfortable
Challenge the status quo
Open feedback and flexibility to change
Engage with Parents/Families
Ask students and parents what’s most important
Seek input
Parent engagement
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Communication
Open and honest communication
Educational Quality
Transformational education
Rigorous and relevant academic programs
Support innovation
Quality instruction
Provide resources (more classroom technology)
Resources and Funding
Reduce classroom size
More schools
Improve infrastructure
Invest in buildings
Invest $ into school buildings
Invest money and time
Lobby the General Assembly to change the
funding formula (more $)
Funding
Provide support/resources
Funding sources
Upgraded funding policies
Increase funding
Put our money where our mouth is – invest in
schools and send students there
Financial investment
Increase state funding
Dedicated funding from the city
Connect with Students
Build meaningful relationships with students
Listen to students
Listen to kids
Listen
Political Leadership
Government officials must be involved
Put effective people in positions of “power”
Leadership at all levels
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Engage with parents early and often
Engaged parents
Strong PTAs
Empower parents
Empower parents with knowledge
Parents need to see their voice effects change
Promote family involvement
Engage family, students, communities
Engage (2)
Show up
Parental involvement
Support and grow PTAs
Listen
Listen
Look through the lens of others
Curriculum
Eliminate SOLs
Less time on testing, more time on learning
No high-stakes, standardized testing
Keeping the arts in RPS

Leadership
Empower competent principals to make changes
Strong leadership
Put people who care in positions of power in
schools
Demand collaboration from city leadership
Participate in governance (vote, show up!)

Build A Plan
Collaborate and develop a plan
Plan
Develop a strong strategic plan/vision

Advocate and Speak
Advocate
Find your voice and use it
Hold accountable
Common plan of action
Be intentional
A common vision – RPS, students, families

A proposed next step with this list of ideas and actions would be to write clear, specific and transformational
outcomes for each category – for instance, “By 2020, every elementary and middle school in the City of
Richmond will have an organized PTA with at least 20% of parent members.” – and then begin to build a
specific action plan to achieve the result.
The obvious challenge is to identify outcomes and actions that the volunteer and community organizations
can act on – and that fall within their ability to control or influence.
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APPENDIX: ALL THE POST IT NOTES
Below is a summary of the remaining 300+ Post It Notes generated during the session.
Safe Environment
Eliminate institutional racism
Create a safe place
Provide safe places
Provide support/safety/security
Create safe spaces within schools and increase
holistic care resources
Safe
Safety
Poverty and Equity
Restorative justice
Eradicate Poverty
Equity
Equitable health
More people sacrifice to increase justice and
equity for all
Justice reform
Community and Identity
Engage community in conversation “Energize”
Community involvement
Reach out to the corporate community
Collective impact (amongst partners of RPS)
Engage ALL stakeholders
Attend civic association meetings
Work collectively
Collaborate
Seek opportunity and bridge silos
Break down silos
Pull community into a collective dialogue
Accreditation of schools
Allow communities to create own message
Put schools in communities
Build the idea of “one” community
All groups working together on a common purpose
Build a sense of community
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Health and Wellness
Improve facilities for schools
Meet physical needs of students first
Facilities overhaul
Facility repairs/fully funded
2009 level of custodians
Fix up facilities
Healthy school lunch for all
Rethink PE- have physical Ed before math and
science classes
Diversity
Connect people across boundaries
Invite welcome every family
Expose students to other states and experiences
Inclusive
Public-Private sectors work together
Inclusion
Understand diverse needs
Empathy and Compassion
Teach tolerance
Kindness and respect
Love(3)
Care(2)
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Work together
Change the names of schools
Send our children to RPS
See our true selves
Community must insist for change we want
Investment
Invest in buildings
Invest financially
Invest
Financial investment
Have community invest in THEIR future (the
children)

Readiness and Support
Integrated (fully accessible) transportations
After-school out of school programs
City support services
Corporate and support and commitment long-term
Join organizations that support teachers in RPS
and that do work to sustain public education
More support
Cast a wide net of support for each school
Fund quality after-school programs
Free high quality aftercare in elementary/middle
school
Commit your time and effort
Teachers and Staff
Empower teachers to feel their voices are heard
Strong leadership in every building
Retain quality teachers through salary
compensation
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Communication
Agreement
Cooperate
Communicate(2)
Listen to those affected
Value other perspectives
Work together (strengths-based)
Bring all stakeholders to the table for open
dialogue
Get feedback from students and recent graduates
School board with a unified vision and common
goals
Break down silos
Shared vision
Think from the bottom
Mobilize people and organizations
Educational Quality
Demand excellence
Show up
Creative thinking
Career development
Collaborate with educational programs
Accessible resources
Spanish classes for teachers
Quality
Work toward a higher intention
Looking at working models
Creativity and a structure for surfacing ideas
More people in the classroom
Resources and Funding
Align resources
Fund our schools
Give children more access to technology
Fair state funding
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Stable staff
Identify and empower good principals
Re-evaluate teacher licensing programs
Elevate and professionalize teaching quality
Support teachers and provide resources
Keep great principals and teachers
Quality instruction
Set examples and expect the BEST
Support teachers
Make teachers and staff feel valued
Accountability
Model civic discourse
Hire and support excellent principals
Put aside personal
Model honestly and practices of integrity
Staff learns from community (churches, culture,
neighborhoods)
Competitive salary to keep teachers from going to
CPS and HCPS

Utilize land use on RPS campuses
Gain access to the total budget and redistribute
resources
Financial support
$$ spent judiciously
Mobilize resources
Dedicated finding stream to avoid city budget cuts
Government buy-in
Pull private capital into RPS
Annual funding
Equitable distribution of resources
Dedicated resources ($$)
Computers/Laptops for all students
Create better paying jobs
Financial support for RPS
Equality of resources
Merge economic enterprises (businesses)
Shared government responsibilities

Mindset Shift

Connect with Students

Try new things
Create vocational tracks that are more
incorporated
Creative/alternative teaching methods
Empower
Remove walls
Encourage change
Make space for acceptable risk-taking process
Be honest and reflective about systemic,
structural, and individual choices
Promote culture of rigor in every school and
classroom
One size does not fit all individual development
plans
Engage with Parents/Families
Empower RPS parents -to know their voice
mattersFamily support
Parental involvement
Find creative ways to hold parents more
accountable
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Create individual vision
Talk to the most vulnerable
Stronger response to ESL students’ needs
Build relationships in a genuine manner
Work with students at our schools, get to know
them!
Service of children
Smiles from adults from bus drivers to front office
to cafeteria to classroom
Work with recent graduates
Ask students about their ideal school
Make ALL students feel important
Encourage the student voice
Political Leadership
Make our elected officials make school funding a
top priority
Leadership matters
Support elected officials by participating and
holding them accountable
Understand politics have no place in education
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Parental engagement
Involve parents
Curriculum
Empower students with practical knowledge
Trauma counseling
Modify school year to be year-round
Trauma informed education
Non-standardized testing
Less teaching to the test
Advocate to change high stakes testing culture
Comprehensive sexual education
Comprehensive sexual education for all students
Curriculum that is relevant
Holistic curriculum that prepares students for the
real world
Take away SOL
Evaluate the system
Career development
Define success

Lobby leaders
Involve state representative to change SOL
Build A Plan
A plan for each student
Start change with just one schoo

Advocate and Speak
Acknowledge
Advocate
For region to address historic structural
inequalities
Voice
Advocate
Amplify student voice

A proposed next step with this list of ideas and actions would be to write clear, specific and transformational
outcomes for each category – for instance, “By 2020, every elementary and middle school in the City of
Richmond will have an organized PTA with at least 20% of parent members.” – and then begin to build a
specific action plan to achieve the result.
The obvious challenge is to identify outcomes and actions that the volunteer and community organizations
can act on – and that fall within their ability to control or influence.
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